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<There is a clear correspondence between the EARTH´s rotations around the
SUN (years) and the years a human exists on the planet. Thus the first year of life
corresponds to Root Force 1 (GOD´S WILL TO BE), the second to Root Force 2
(GOD´S WILL TO LOVE), the 37th to SURVIVAL, and so on. Moreover in between
the Spheres, the GATES of TIME, the Cycles of human Existence unfold as follows:
1st through 9th years of age: “STARS-URANUS”
(Dominant Force: THE STARS)
9th through 18th year of age: “URANUS-SATURN”
(Dominant Force: URANUS)
18th through 27th year of age: “SATURN - JUPITER”
(Dominant Force: SATURN)
27th through 36th year of age: “JUPITER-MARS”
(Dominant Force: JUPITER)
36th through 45th year of age: “MARS-SUN”
(Dominant Force: MARS)
45th through 54th year of age: “SUN-VENUS”
(Dominant Force: THE SUN)
54th through 63rd year of age: “VENUS-MERCURY”
(Dominant Force: VENUS)
63rd through 72nd year of age: “MERCURY-THE MOON”
(Dominant Force: MERCURY)
In the 72nd year of age, there is a major threshold. Throughout the previous
nine years, under the vibration of MERCURY (8), the human is coming to
JUDGMENT in the sense that the pressure of the EARTH Sphere on the physical
body and hologram is the strongest of all lifetime. Hence many people will end their
Existence during the 72nd year, while others who resist will live for another 9 or 18
years. Exceptionally we see longer Cycles of Existence, but that is merely a
vegetative state - the person ceases life at the end of the first or, at most, second
Cycle, and whatever follows is sheer physical Existence, like that of a plant or
animal.
We see that, throughout a lifetime, the polarity of the Cycles alternates
between Balance, Mercy and Severity. The first nine years of Existence are
polarised on the Balance of THE STARS Sphere, the nine years up to age 18 on the
Mercy side of URANUS followed by the next nine years on the Severity side of
SATURN. Next come another nine years of Mercy in the JUPITER Cycle, followed
by the nine years of Severity of the MARS Cycle, leading up to Balance in the SUN
Sphere (that of Midlife) and then to Mercy on the VENUS Cycle.
The transition from MARS to VENUS passing through the SUN is the most
important part of human life, and this is where the so-called Mid-Life Crisis occurs.
This Crisis was historicised by the Hebrew Tradition as the Story of Israel´s
Emancipation consisting of: Slavery in Egypt, Deliverance by GOD through Moses ,
Wandering in the Desert (SUN), and Arrival in the Promised Land (VENUS).
A practice shared by both Jewish and Roman Priesthood (the latter being
also Semitic in origin as the first Roman Pontiffs and their rituals were of Etruscan
stock, i.e. from the East Coast of the Mediterranean where Tyre once stood) was to
transpose the Truth about Time Cycles in individual existence into historical - i.e.
chronological and linear accounts about the existence of their respective Peoples.
The Destiny of Israel as the “Chosen People” of GOD, and that of Rome as “Caput

Mundi” are justified in the historical accounts of the Torah and of the Roman Annals
respectively, which were later compiled and transmitted to posterity by Historians like
Livy and Tacitus.
Essentially, then, the Story of Israel´s Slavery in Egypt is nothing else than the
historical expression of continued polarisation on the Severity Side, for four Cycles
instead of two, without the normal alternance between Mercy and Severity. We shall
see now how this could be achieved.
SATURN signifies lack of freedom, constraint, being chained up, while MARS
signifies forced labour, pain and suffering. Together SATURN and MARS are the
Spheres of LAW (Necessity) and COMPULSION, and between them lies the
Extreme Severity of the couple of forces 20-34 (as seen in our previous section 2-3-4
is the vibrational sequence which defines our Third Dimension of time-space). As
stated in the account, the Israelites were oppressed (i.e. deprived of freedom) and
compelled to work until exhaustion or death which was the only possible “escape”
from their wretched plight. Moses (representing the Essential Force 28, that of WAR
- or Catastrophe) is the Messenger of GOD who comes from the right side of Mercy
as well as from the Sphere of Power and Freedom (JUPITER, the Egyptian Lords)
onto that of Severity to deliver Israel from its bondage. Albeit he was foster-son of
Pharaoh, upon being revealed WHO HE WAS, Moses identifies himself with his true
People, with the Oppressed.
The Ten Plagues of Egypt are expressions of the Essential Force 28 in each
of the Ten Spheres of the Solar System as these Spheres are acknowledged to act
together and in confusion on EARTH. Confusion, indeed, was necessary to
persuade the hard-hearted Pharaoh to allow Israel to go forth into the Desert (THE
SUN Sphere, the Essence of which is TIME), and 10 is the vibration of SecondDimensional time, literally a progressive “sinking into Hell” of the Egyptian People.
Moses was ordering Pharaoh from the Severity side, and using the vibration of the
Sphere of Compulsion (MARS), to give Israel their TIME back, the TIME he had
stolen from them by continuously polarising them on the Severity Side, between the
Spheres of SATURN and MARS, and, by exchange (time-theft) keeping the Egyptian
people continuously on the Mercy Side.
Moses uses his “Magic” which is superior to that of the Egyptians insofar as
the latter had abused their power and no longer had Authority from GOD. Using his
wand, a symbol of the Cross of Time, that turns into a serpent and eats up the
serpents of Egyptian priests, Moses polarises the Egyptians on the side of MARS so
as to lead his people not backwards into the Sphere of JUPITER, but forwards in
TIME on the path of their DESTINY and on to the PROMISED LAND (the Sphere of
VENUS) where the TRUTH of GOD´S Promise Kept is fully demonstrated. The
Cosmic Cycle of Power for the Egyptians had ended, it was Time for the surging
power of Israel to manifest. That is why the corrupt “Magic” of the Egyptians ends up
being “devoured” by the Science of Time and Number which Moses employs WITH
AUTHORITY proceeding from GOD.
The Crossing of the Red Sea expresses the relationship between the SUN
and MARS (the couple of Forces 44-37: RESISTANCE-SURVIVAL). It is the Passing
through Death or the moment when, for a second, GOD causes Cosmic Time to stop
and links it to the Inner Time of the Israelites as GOD´S CHOSEN PEOPLE. It is the
critical moment of Judgment when Israel must “stand still and see the Salvation of
the Lord”, they must trust GOD completely with their lives for the least hesitation will
cause them to perish.

The Cross of Judgment shown below is the MERCURY numerical series
of Root Force 8 - GOD´S WILL TO JUDGE which is the only series composed
of 14 instead of 13 numbers, and reveals PERFECT SYMMETRY or STATIC
BALANCE between all numbers. He who PASSES the ORDEAL of the CROSS
OF JUDGMENT formulated with Two Holy Menorahs can no longer by harmed
by anyone. Only he can bring destruction on himself if he transgresses against
THE LAW OF NUMBER. This is what is further revealed during the period of
Israel´s Wanderings in the Desert where those who kept within the LAW were
unharmed.
MERCURY 8 17 26 35 44 53 62 71 URANUS
The waters of the Red Sea are made by GOD to stand on either side for Israel
to cross safely on to the other shore (The Sphere of 45 or the SUN) while all the
Egyptians who had ventured to pursue their former captives are crushed by the
water that falls behind Israel. This is a representation of the irreversible Descent of
the Egyptians into the Second Dimension of time-space. From the three lines of the
Exodus that describe the eve of the Crossing, Jewish sages extracted the root
names of the 72 “Angels” which the Qabbalistic Tradition endowed with a personality
and qualities that approximate those of the Essential Forces of Creation for which
they stand.
But the essential Truth behind this powerful metaphor is related to THE
CROSS OF TIME. We have seen above that human Existence and its Cycles
normally provide an alternance between two periods of Mercy, and two periods of
Severity arranged in sequence as follows:
URANUS
SATURN
JUPITER
MARS
after which TIME is reset in the .SUN. which is at the Center of individual
Existence.
Each of the Mercy Spheres/Cycles precede in time the corresponding
Severity Spheres/Cycles. But TIME itself is ruled by the SUN Sphere. Once that
Sphere is reached in the course of a normal span of Existence, there follows one
swing to the Mercy side (VENUS), a last one to the Severity side (MERCURY) and
the End (MOON).
As conditions on EARTH are so difficult, for ages humans have looked for
ways to avoid Severity and stay on the Mercy side. We have already discussed the
basic mechanism of ritual substitution or exchange, and its role in securing the basic
needs of life. The Art used revealed by GOD to Moses in the Hebrew account of the
Exodus is the Art of Polarisation, the innermost layer of the Science of Time and
Number (but incomparably more potent than any magical use of Terrestrial Forces),
a Science which the Egyptians had possessed, and which they had abused to their
continual advantage so as to enjoy power and freedom by keeping Israel in
bondage. This caused them to lose Authority since the exercise of Power must, in a
GOD-like manner, keep the Balance at all times.

There is a perfect correspondence between the Existence span of individuals
and that of Peoples and Nations which are but sums of individuals. Thus there is
alternance of periods of rise and fall, glory and misery in the Destiny of Nations, but
since these cover much larger spans of time than the lives of individuals, history is
often obfuscated by misleading details, and thus fails to reveal the Truth, that a
nation´s lifecycle is more or less attuned to the Cycles of Cosmic Time and this
determines the greatness or “smallness” of a nation.
Great nations that earn power and leadership over other nations are
essentially those of Slave Masters. At the head of such nations are the Slave
Masters or simply the Masters, those who master to some degree the Art of
Polarisation, and use it to constrain and compel other nations into bondage. Just like
the Degree of Being is unequal, some have a higher, others a lower degree, so is it
on the scale of EARTH as a whole, there are bigger, more powerful nations, where
people enjoy greater power and freedom, and also smaller nations that are inevitably
forced into servitude and dependence by the stronger. As Shakespeare put it in the
mouth of one of his famous traitors: “we cannot all be masters”.
True Mastery is centered in the Sphere of the SUN. It is the Mastery over
Oneself, which bestows upon one the Mastery over the entire System, and the ability
to keep the whole in Balance. But the Essential Couple of Forces that connect the
SUN with JUPITER are the Right Arm of the Cross of Time, the Arm of POWERFREEDOM which creates an imbalance on the Side of Mercy, that which people call
and feel as GOOD. Conversely, on the Left Side we find the Couple of Forces that
connect the SUN with MARS, the Left Arm of the Cross of Time, the Arm of
RESISTANCE-SURVIVAL, which restores dynamic balance on the Side of Severity,
by that which people name and feel as EVIL.
These Forces, as shown by their numbers, are reversed in Time in terms of
cause and effect. 43 triggers 29 (7-2) while 44 triggers 37 (8-1). The “Windows of
Opportunity” that open are rendering the individual vulnerable to WAR waged by
others in so many forms. Thus between the 29th and the 44th year of age, every
individual is subjected to the grip of these Forces (in reverse order - first the effect
and then the cause), and is put to the test to balance them within oneself as best one
can. This is a very important part of the “EXAM” we take here on Earth. And this is
the time when most people end up prisoners of the inter-dimensional (3-2) spacetime. Every opening on the Side of Light or Mercy is of Necessity followed by a
reaction on the Severity side. Thus every period of profound happiness is marked by
the fear or uncertainty that something will happen to end that happiness, that good
things don´t last, that one is not in control of one´s Destiny.
Slavery is a perennial condition of human society. Essentially it is the
compelled exchange of polarity. The Masters polarise themselves exclusively on the
URANUS and JUPITER Spheres for two Cycles respectively instead of one only,
thus avoiding the Severity of the Spheres of SATURN and MARS, while they force
the slaves into polarisation on the Spheres of SATURN and MARS only for two
Cycles each instead of one which inevitably leads to exhaustion and premature
death by the age of 44. In the following paragraphs we shall explain how the World
Priesthood - in particular the Jewish Priesthood who have been the traditional
keepers of the Science of Time and Number, and transmitted their legacy to the
Roman Catholic Church - were using this Science to keep the World in balance, and
how they ended up abusing it, and thus causing the mass havoc that we are
witnessing today.

No ordinary human being will resist a double portion of SATURN and MARS.
Double exposure to the centripetal force and vibrations of these Spheres without
any respite - in violation of the Fourth Commandment - leads inevitably to ageing,
exhaustion, illness and extinction. Thus, Slaves were assigned the miserable lot of
never feeling the taste of Freedom and Power, and, more especially led into thinking
that for them life must be like that, so hard and merciless, and eventually conditioned
to picture Death as a delivery from Evil, a “consummation devoutly to be wished”,
while their Masters enjoyed a double portion of the goodies of life - everything that
FREEDOM and POWER afford. We see this in the story of Israel in Egypt, we see
this in the history of Ancient Rome, and we see this in the Christian Revolution of
2000 years ago which is the last moment when TIME was reset for the entire planet
EARTH.
Christianity, like Judaism and Islam, is essentially a religion of Slaves and a
path of Emancipation by Faith into Freedom and Power. Let us explain. It happened
at a time ESSENTIALLY like the one we currently live in, when the Art of Polarisation
had been abused by those who had inherited it rather than mastered it, and the
time put “out of joint” so that an exiguous number of Masters dominated a multitude
of Slaves. But the issue was not so much the quantitative discrepancy, but the
qualitative difference, it was the subversion or twisting of values which had led
people of a higher Degree of Being to be enslaved by those of a much Lower
Degree, and the Terrestrial Forces to impose their dominion to the detriment of the
Essential Forces of Creation, bringing Humanity closer to the time-space vibration of
2 than 3.
As the Priesthood of Egypt, Israel, Ancient Rome have been the keepers of
the Art of Polarisation and of the rituals through which it is activated, they ought to
have been able to keep the Balance in the SUN Sphere as the real Priest of GOD is
the exponent of Essential Force 20, that of RENUNCIATION. He is the one who
must use the entire group of Forces of the Pillar of Severity and STAND FIRM so as
to balance the excesses of Kings or Leaders on the Mercy side. Thus the true Priest
is found between SATURN and MARS enforcing the Law of GOD. It is the couple of
Forces that correspond to the Hebrew letter Vav, the Union of “Heaven and EARTH”
as it first occurs in the Book of Genesis (“et ha´shamaim veet ha´aretz”).
The SUN is the governor of the sign of Aries by exaltation, while the MOON is
the governor of Taurus, also by exaltation. The Tarot images of the Emperor and the
High Priest have traditionally been associated with the Aries and Taurus signs, and,
on the Tree of Life Diagram of the Solar System they are assigned as follows: the
Emperor to the “path” between URANUS and JUPITER (Essential Forces 11-25,
Force 11 to which the Hebrew letter Daleth was assigned as the “Gates of Death”),
and the High Priest to the “path” between SATURN and MARS (Essential Forces 2034, and the Hebrew letter Vav, the “Bridge” between Heaven and EARTH).
The degradation of the Priesthood occurs when the Priest of GOD displaces
himself from the Severity and Renunciation (SATURN) Side to the Side of Power
and Freedom (JUPITER) and transforms himself into a King. This is the move back
from MARS to JUPITER, and from Vav (5) to Daleth (4), the Gates (of Death)
situated between URANUS and JUPITER (Essential Forces 11-25, MASTERYHARMONY) where the Emperor normally stands.>

